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Andora, 17 Febbraio 2021

Oggetto: COVID – 19 protocol application management Italia Cup Laser Andora 26.27.28 Febbraio 2021.

Following the continuation of the epidemic COVID 19, in accordance with the protocol of the Italian Sailing Federation
that is attached to the present to be an integral part, specifies that, as can be seen from the attached map of places,
At point 13 the Medical Presidium is indicated, which is responsible for verifying, immediately upon arrival, the
negativity of the buffers required of all participants in the event, therefore: athletes, technicians, escorts, judges and
members of the organizing staff.
To greater clarification the teams will have access from the automatic bar of the port, manned from our charged one,
will follow the indicated distance in red until to reach the point 13 where the relative documents to the tampons will
be verified and the temperature will be found, after that they will have access to their dedicated areas colored in
yellow maintaining a minimum distance of 1 meters as required by the federal protocol. All areas will be equipped
with a dispenser. The sanitation points will be in total no. 15 per 500 ml each..
All those entitlet to access the reserved area will always be indentifiable through a special bracelet encoded by three
different colors for each of the three days of racing.
At the entrance of the three slipways and launching are placed a dispenser of hydroalcoholic solution 76% and a
distributor of masks and a container for the disposal of used masks.

Athletes in the vicinity of the launch will have to deposit the mask in use in the appropriate container and on re-entry
will have to take a new one, alternatively the support boats at sea can collect or provide the masks above.
In the following days of racing, without prejudice to the above procedure as regards personal protective equipment,
athletes will have access to the boat park area colored in yellow.
Appropriate penalties in scoring are provided for in the race notice until disqualification for those who do not follow
the above procedures.

All areas as indicated will be closed to the public with barriers operated by our staff.
There are no other activities related to the event so the whole event will be limited to sports at sea for which it is not
possible a priori to determine precise times because this depends mainly on the weather conditions.
Presumably the departure time for all three days can be found between 10.00 a.m. and 12.00 a.m. and the return
between 15.00 and 18.00 and however communicated with accuracy via web for each day of the race.
The delivery and return of socks with the colors of the batteries and trackers will take place through coaches or
companions in order to avoid gatherings.
It is also specified that there will be no changing rooms or other common rooms in use.
The fleet will be open two hours before the warning signal and will close one hour after the arrival on the ground of
the last competitor.
All communications will be made via the Web as per sailing instructions.
Available for any clarification, we offer best regards.
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